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Wallace Davis, CEO of DHI Telecom Group will describe the fast-track evolution of 
communication technologies, and highlight how cloud-based SIM technology is delivering real-
time mobile connectivity on a global scale.  
 
How we stay connected is changing. The growing paradigm shift from viewing mobile computing 
as a luxury to a necessity has kept the telecommunication industry on its toes, prompting 
constant architectural redesign and countless solutions to quench consumers’ insatiable thirst to 
stay connected anytime, anywhere.  

A 2014 study on SIM card virtualization by the Financial Times revealed that SIM activation 
differs from region to region creating a crippling factor that impacts the time, cost, security, and 
convenience for users on a global scale. 

A cloud-based virtual SIM card solution delivers connectivity with mobility, securely and 
seamlessly, freeing users from the confines, costs, and interruptions of country-by-country 
provider-based restrictions. Hardware and middleware that leverages virtual CloudSIM 
technology dramatically improves efficiency by working with the clients’ iOs or Android 
smartphones, tablets, laptops and cell phones to create WiFi hotspots in over 110 countries.  

2017 Entrepreneur of The Year1 and CEO of DHI Telecom Group, Wallace Davis, understands the 
paramount importance of staying connected and has been devoted since 2007 to delivering 
groundbreaking mobile connectivity solutions, starting with global Armed Forces and DoD 
agencies.  
 
Davis’ latest efforts – a deployable suite of virtual SIM products — have lead to a breakthrough 
combat multiplier2 that enables men and women in uniform to stay connected to their families 
and everything that’s important to them regardless of time or location. It has become as 
powerful as the shift from horses to automobiles.  
 
This innovative approach to abandon legacy methodologies and focus on next-gen solutions has 
yielded an overwhelming uptick in adoption rates and success stories across a global DoD 
community (including the USO and Army & Air Force Exchange Service). Proven to deliver global 
connectivity unchallenged by location, obstacles or terrain, the US Military hails the virtual 
CloudSIM technology portfolio "a must-have."3  
 

                                                           
1 EY Announces Wallace Davis of DHI Telecom Group Entrepreneur Of The Year® 2017 Award Winner  
Wallace Davis joins three decades of groundbreaking entrepreneurs in Community Impact http://www.prweb.com/releases/eydhi2017/07/prweb14555953.htm 
 
2 Combat Multiplier — Significantly increasing the relative combat strength (power) of a force while actual force ratios remain constant. Examples of combat multipliers are economizing in one 
area to mass in another, leadership, unit morale, surprise, psychological operations. 
Source: U.S. Army Doctrine, FM 100-5, FM 101-5-1 MCRP 5-2A, 1-31. 
 
3 https://www.shopmyexchange.com/sapphire-internet-mobile-hotspot/8831346#reviews 
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